

Friday prayers
The organization of the massive devotional and political Friday Prayer. Starts
with the participation of the crowd. It has two sermons, the first in Farsi and
the second in Arabic and it usually takes an hour to end.



Group Prayers
The five prayers are recited in groups in the mosque (daily)



Organizing the ceremonies
Consisting all the ceremonies such as birthdays and mourning of imams.



Reciting the Komeil prayer
Is recited every Thursday evening after the isha prayers and in the end all the
people in the mosque are invited for dinner.



Reciting Nodbeh prayer
At twilight, after the Morning Prayer, the mosque gets scented by the pleasant
tune of the Nodbeh prayers. After the prayers the mosque invites all the guests
for a breakfast.



Reciting Tavasol prayer
Tuesday evenings after the isha prayers, this holy and scented prayer is
recited.



Concluding the Holy Quran daily
With the cooperation of 120 people, each reciting a small part of the Quran, we
were able to terminate reciting the Holy Quran in 24 hours. To participate in
this program you may contact the Mosque office.



Interpreting the Holy Quran
Every night after Isha Prayer there is a Quran Interpretation for about 10
minutes by supreme leader’s representative in UAE.



Interpreting the Holy Quran ( for ladies)
This meeting takes place on Tuesdays about an hour left to the zohr prayers.
At this meeting ladies interpret the last part of the Quran (part 30)



Interpreting the Nahj-Al-Balaqa
Interpretation of Nahj-Al-Balaqa every Saturday after Isha Prayer by Hojat-AlIslam Madani



Training Classes every Saturday ( for ladies)
A series of training courses are running every Saturday in the Mosque. For
detail of the classes and participation rules you can contact the Mosque office.



Library services
The working hours of the library are from 8:00 am to 2:00 pm and from 5:00
pm to 9:00 pm. We have nearly 15000 books in Farsi, English, Arabic and
Urdu.



Software services
Mosque office displays different types of software. (Historical, Islamic,
jurisprudence etc.)



Giving services to the needy
Hundreds of families are under the license of the Iranian mosque. And they are
being paid monthly. You can also be part of this humane and graceful job.



Supervising an orphan
More than 100 orphans in Iran and in the United Arab Emirates are being
supported by the Iranian mosque. They are monthly being paid and you can
also be part of this humane and pleasant society.



Kindergarten
The Roqayyah kindergarten has modern ways of teaching your dear children
and is suited in the mosque.

